SSA HUMAN FACTORS TRAINING
Human Factors Online Training
for workers V1.1a The SSA
Training course for operators is an
untimed and approximate 120 –
180 minute and 100 page program
of identification, exploration and
assessment of key human factors
concepts with interactive and video
examples. It is designed to be
combined with the SSA test as a training extension. The SSA
training addresses the perspective, behaviours and human
limitations that affect the ability to maintain attention, function
with coordinated and reasoned action and to generally remain
vigilant of situations and circumstances impacting safe
performance. Recommended for recruiters and inductees who
need to expand their understanding of human factors in
assessment of risk.

SSA HUMAN FACTORS TRAINING V1.1a
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN FACTORS
Topics:
1.Understanding Human Error
2. Identification of human factors
3. Reviewing a case
4. Perceived Work Load
5. Effect of Fatigue, Age & Drugs
6. Safety behaviours checklist

Human Factors Online Training
for Supervisors V2.0A The SSA
Training course for Supervisors is an
untimed and approximate 180+
minutes covering a 120 page
program of identification,
exploration and assessment of key
human factors concepts with
interactive and video examples.
Designed to address
‘Achieving Safety Through Others’
In addition to the human factors content of the operator course,
the supervisor course improves the ability for supervisors to detect
signs of early warning in breakdown of SA in the team. The training
also provides a template for interaction using personality and
ommunication styles. Recommended for supervisors in safety
critical industries who need to expand their understanding and
potential actions in managing risk.

SSA HUMAN FACTORS
INTRODUCTION FOR
(RECRUITERS) V1.0
The assessment of key human
factors that influence performance
has become of significant concern in
recruitment. The course is designed
to be combined with the SSA test as
a training extension. The SSA HF
training addresses the perspective,
behaviours and human limitations
that affect the ability of the person
to maintain attention, function with coordinated and reasoned
action and remain vigilant of situations and circumstances
impacting safe performance.

HUMAN FACTORS (SUPERVISORS) V2
Topics:
1 What is this about?
2 What hazards?
3 Common human factors?
4 You are the investigator
5 Identifying loss of SSA
6 Getting the message across
7 How do I keep them safe?

SSA HUMAN FACTORS (RECRUITERS) V1.0
UNDERSTANDING HUMAN FACTORS
Topics:
1.Understanding HF Performance
2. Identification of human factors
3. Effect of Fatigue, Age & Drugs
4. Reviewing a report
6. Verifying behaviours with the probes
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